Treadstone 71 Expands Groundbreaking
Cyber Intelligence Services
HALF MOON BAY, Calif., Dec. 3, 2013 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Treadstone 71
announced today the expansion of its pioneering cyber intelligence services
used to methodically and systematically collect, organize and analyze data.
Treadstone 71 integrates, evaluates, and interprets information from all data
sources delivering a range of opportunities and recommendations key to
decision making.
The new services assist analysts to comprehend complicated and uncertain
situations leading to comprehensive situational awareness while teaching
analysts to be their own collectors. The program examines personalities and a
cross-cut of various skills to answer questions immediately when possible,
setting the stage for deeper analysis by default.
“Security is not intelligence. Nor is technical data cobbled together with
today’s security tools,” said Jeff Bardin, Chief Intel Office for Treadstone
71. “Cyber Intelligence is what cyber security should be based upon. Unlike
many in the marketplace today, our DNA is rooted in intelligence.”
Treadstone 71 uses a methodical process to examine information determining
the nature, function, interrelationships, personalities, and intent regarding
the client and target attack surfaces, and intelligence capabilities. From
credibility and source reliability verification and validation to cyber
elicitation, dry cleaning and ghost surveillance, Treadstone 71’s services
cover the gamut of cyber intelligence capabilities.
Treadstone 71 systematically searches for and collects information, material,
and socio-cultural information from fast fluxed locations analyzing data to
answer information requirements, facilitate subsequent operations, or support
criminal prosecution. Specialized methods tactics, techniques, and procedures
are used in executing cyber intelligence activities to obscure, protect, or
otherwise frustrate detection.
“We analyze fragmented and contradictory data in order to identify
significant facts while drawing deductions,” said Bardin. “Treadstone uses
structured analytic techniques that help overcome the cognitive problems that
lead to intelligence failures. The approach helps guide us in how we
conceive, format, produce, and disseminate intelligence reports to our
clients. Treadstone delivers clear, concise, bottom-line-up-front reporting
for time sensitive, actionable cyber intelligence.”
Treadstone 71’s cyber intelligence services provide clarity and
persuasiveness in reporting that is oriented towards conclusions, focused on
the future, and relative to client requirements.
About Treadstone 71 LLC:
Treadstone 71 ( https://www.treadstone71.com/ ), founded in 2002, a woman and

veteran owned small business delivers cyber intelligence,
counterintelligence, infiltration, clandestine cyber HUMINT, OSINT training
and analysis, cyber psychological and target acquisition operations. For more
information call (888) 714-0071 or email at intel@treadstone71.com.
YouTube Video: http://youtu.be/tJgDfpUftNs .
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